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The source of these images 

and anecdotes: the 66 or so 

presentations I've produced 

since 2009.
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Dear friends, dear gnomes!

In 1982, in a cowshed, Pierre 
Gobron and I brewed the very 
first Chouffe. A craft beer in a 
very, very craft brewery, because 
you had to be a handyman in 
those days!

Things have changed since then, but not the 
spirit of craftsmanship and ingenuity that 
characterises Marcel the gnome and the people 
who work at the Brasserie d'Achouffe.

Over the years, I've put together a number of 
presentations for them, combining memories 
and archive images. Now I've decided to share 
them with you. I hope you enjoy them!

Cheers!

Chris Bauweraerts     
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A brief history of

LA CHOUFFE
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1980-1984The beginings

1. From 1980 to 1982, a tiny brewhouse of 
our design was assembled from salvaged 
equipment.

2. Le 27 août 1982, le tout premier brassin 
voit le jour.On August 27, 1982 the very 
first brew. 

3. After boiling, the wort will be cooled 
by pumping this wort into a copper pipe, 
immersed in a basin of cold water.

4. Labeling the 75 cl bottles is done by 
hand. These bottles were collected from 
hotels in the region.

5. LA CHOUFFE was presented as a 
premiere at the Wibrin craft fair in July 
1982. Achouffe is a hamlet in Wibrin.

6. LA GRANGE in Achouffe is the first 
café & restaurant  to serve LA CHOUFFE 
on tap.
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Production capAcity

1982-1984 : 2HL



Production capAcity

1984-1986 : 7HL



Production capAcity

1986-1987 : 16HL



A

B
Production capAcity

1987-1992 : 23HL (a+b)



Production capAcity

1992-2007 : 70HL



Production capAcity

2007-... : 100HL





Anecdotes abouT

Three CHOUFFES
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Anecdotes about

LA CHOUFFE



WhaT’s This ?



These are coriander seeds!

It was Pierre Celis, the creator of 
Blanche de Hoogarden, who 
suggested in 1983 that we add 
them to LA CHOUFFE...

Many thanks to him!  



Since then, we've been adding 
precisely 3.7kg of coriander to 
each 100hl brew of LA 
CHOUFFE.

This coriander is vacuum-
packed immediately after 
grinding, to guarantee freshness.



The “filter bed” hAs formed in the mashing vessel.

LA CHOUFFE
Filter bed action



After “circulating” for 20 minutes on the filter bed, 
the wort has clarified.

LA CHOUFFE
Filter bed action



Houblon CHOUFFE

Belgian I.P.A. par excellence !



december 2005 : our imPorter in The u.s. hAs a request...

he’d like An exceedingly
HoPpy ‘triple’



december 2005 : our imPorter in The u.s. hAs a request...

As we are not keen on the idea, we 
require an order of 1,000 hl, hoping that 
this would discourage him. 

But he ordered anyway...

What's more, he wants us to use 
American hops as part of this 
transatlantic collaboration.

And to top it all off, he wants the bottles 
to be printed by 9 February 2006... and to 
have a keg at his disposal to present this 
novelty at the 'Ultimate Belgian Tasting', 
which would take place in the Empire 
State Building.



And so, on 9 February 2006, the very first bottling of houblon chouFfe took place.



09-02 : 0.2 bar 10-02 : 0.6 bar 13-02 : 1.2 bar

14-02 : 1.9 bar 15-02 : 2.2 bar 16-02 : 2.5 bar

The Pressure in tHe bottle increases as a result of reFermentaTion



... and the first keg of houblon chouffe Was indeed poured into The empire stAte building



Our importer's gamble was a 
masterstroke!

 Houblon CHOUFFE  was a success 
and even became the benchmark for 
a new style of beer:

Begian I.P.A.

According to the reference site Beer 
Advocate, this idea has been 
followed thousands of times!

And so...
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Note : At first the Belgian 
people did not pronounce 

correctly. The pronounced it 
like the former bank 

… poor Houblon CHOUFFE !

I. P. A.



le sAviez-vous ?
A bottle of

Houblon CHOUFFE

contains as many hop as 
three bottles of

LA CHOUFFE 

=



Cherry Chouffe

The cherry on top (of Mc Chouffe) !





le sAviez-vous ?

cHerry cHouffe
is a delicious combinaTion
of real morelLo cherries

And mc chouFfe



it is a great success...



LA CHOUFFE : 5 kegs
CHERRY CHOUFFE : 5 kegs

N’ICE CHOUFFE : 1 kegs
HOUBLON CHOUFFE : 1 kegs

horeca expo 2019



The future is
CHERRY CHOUFFE



before-afTer… 
A few difFerences
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1983

2020

VS

The color of LA CHOUFFE

90%  pilsen malt 10 %  amber malt

100 % pilsen malt

cHoufFeVoLution



breWery under construcTion…

- 1980 -



- 2015 -

breWery under construcTion…



breWing 2HL… Then rinse and rePeat



The current brewhouse can breW 44 times 100 hl per week



our bottle Washer hAd a capacity oF... 2 bottLes



our bottle Washer hAs a capacity oF... 8000 bottLes

The bottles are left to soak

for 20 minutes

in this washer



our Filling line
- 1987 -



our Filling line
- 1987 -

At the age of 16, Paul 

Bauweraerts designed

the label for 

CHOUFFELEIR beer

Filling speed with 5 people :
400 bottles/hour
(i.e. 80 bottles per person per hour)





our Filling line
- 2018 -

Filling speed with 3 teams of 11 people :
- 12,000 75cl bottles per hour
- 25,000 33 cl bottles per hour
(i.e. 1,200 bottles per person per hour)



keg handling
- 1990 -



keg handling

The operator no longer has to carry full kegs. 

That's a good thing, because he's handling 100 kegs 

an hour!



1 fiLling sPout



70 fiLling spouts



our Tasting room
- 1985 -



our Tasting room
- 2015 -



our cHouffe-shop
- 1990 -

  Weekend activity for, 

you know, a simple guy 



our cHouffe-shop
- 2020 -



storAge oF empTies
- 1985 -



storAge oF empTies
- 2016 -

Storage of empties

Filling hall



Clearly, there was still

room to grow



Hence this project

In 2022-2023  

Bottling 
line #1

Bottling line #2  
and automated 

warehouse.



Wastewater 
treatment plant

Hall # 1
Filling rate
- 25,000 bottles/hour
- 100 kegs/hour

Hall # 2
Filling rate
- 40,000 bottles/hour
Storage for
- up to 5,000 pallets of beer
Automatic pallet management



belgium First legal
CRAFT  breWery
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belgium’s smallest oFficiAL brew

Date of the 1st brew:

 21/08/1982

Volume of the 1st brew:

 49l !



A “crAft breWery”, With twice The craft !



A ‘crAft breWery’, With twice The craft !
In the early '80s, anyone 
wanting to set up a 
microbrewery had to be very 
inventive...

There was no 'starter kit', no 
'pico-brewery'. 

First you had to find the 
necessary equipment here and 
there.

Then the budding brewer 
could start assembling this 
equipment into a brewhouse. 



A “crAft breWery”, With twice The craft !
In the early '80s, anyone 
wanting to set up a 
microbrewery had to be very 
inventive...

There was no 'starter kit', no 
'pico-brewery'. 

First you had to find the 
necessary equipment here and 
there.

Then the budding brewer 
could start assembling this 
equipment into a brewhouse. 

before you could crAft your beer, 

you had to... craft your brewery! 



A “crAft breWery”, With twice The craft !

Today, small brewing units (also known as "pico breweries") are 

mass-produced. 

Starting your own "craft brewery" has become accessible and very 

fashionable. And it's all very well!

100% seLfmade



WE
WANT

CHOUFFE
CHOUFFE

IS
CRAFT

WE
WANTCRAFT

CHOUFFEIS 
BEST

BACK 
TO THE FUTURE



WE
WANT

CHOUFFE
CHOUFFE

IS
CRAFT

WE
WANTCRAFT

CHOUFFEIS 
BEST

BACK 
TO THE FUTURE

“THE ultimate dream for many Craft Brewers”brasserie d'AcHouffe
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A saturday in 1983
Brewing day
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breWing day, 1983

It was for the fifth brew that a label 
adorned our bottles for the first time. 

The entire small production run of 100 
bottles found its way to the small world 
of radio-controlled glider enthusiasts.

The following images relate to brew # 5



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983



breWing day, 1983

This calf couldn't wait for feeding time.



breWing day, 1983

After fermentation, the 

wort of LA CHOUFFE  

turns into the finest 

Chouffe beer.



breWing day, 1983

When the brewery didn't 

yet have its glasses...



The influence of
Brasserie d'Achouffe
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Sporty

Naturally beautiful

Fun
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A brewery with an 

image associated with 

nature and sport in 

nature.



How to make a 

“Deliriumafficionado” 

happy.

chouFfe classic



chouFfe classic



chouFfe classic



chouFfe Trail



chouFfe Trail



chouFfe Trail



chouFfe Trail



chouFfe maraThon



chouFfe maraThon



chouFfe maraThon



chouFfe maraThon



chouFfe maraThon



chouFfe maraThon





By 2014, Achouffe - a village of 37 inhabitants - had 

already been visited by 1.5 million Belgians 

from Flanders!



la grande chouFferie

LA GRANDE CHOUFFERIE

takes place every year on the 2nd 

weekend in August



la grande chouFferie



la grande chouFferie



la grande chouFferie

The DIXIELAND STREETBAND has been taking part 

in LA GRANDE CHOUFFERIE since 1992.

In 2017, they celebrated their 25th participation!

http://www.google.be/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwip66-s7bPTAhVGaVAKHfBQAScQjRwIBw&url=http://wieberingmontage.nl/lorem-ipsum-dolor-sit-amet-2/&psig=AFQjCNFADFALo1ChPs8NxHOxA-SZ-OnONg&ust=1492805614725169


WHAT  THE CHOUFFE !?
unexpecTed images & situations
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"Mobile phones" during 

the Beer Festival in 

Chambly, Quebec.

The good oLd dAys
- 1996 -



The accounting dept. refused to 

pay for the chair because she 

thought it had one zero too 

many.

They didn't know the 

dimensions...

big cHair



Rinser.

Foaming bAth

An original bar 

in Philadelphia



Flying cHouffe

In the Virgin Islands...

A delivery for Mr. 

Richard Branson.



The uLtimAte dream !



This ain’t...

DUVEL-MOORTGAT 

HQ…  were Achouffe 

is quite popular.



Flying chouffe !

In 2001, The Flying 

Chouffe took to the 

skies.
Thanks to its 1,500-watt 

electric motor, the 

machine could cross 

the airspace without 

making much noise. 



Flying chouffe !



A cHouffe is born

March 2023 - Malcolm 

and Marcel pointing 

towards Venus and 

Jupiter.





submAr...cel



mc cHouffe fAn and Visionary

« Consistency will 
survive where 
‘daily another beer’ 
trends will pass. »



Time flies - 2006 -



Time flies Same people, same 

place... 15 years later
- 2021 -



hit The road, mArcel !



hit The road, mArcel !

DE MORGEN devoted 

an entire page to the 

manufacturer of this 

"soapbox"



Around the World

In 1989, Mayor 
José Lutgen 
inaugurated a new 
road sign

This is Max, a Dutch 
friend who took LA 
CHOUFFE to the 
Himalayas and 
produced this 
signpost.

Half an hour later, 

the sign had 

disappeared...



Himalaya 1989 :

LA CHOUFFE 

becomes the highest

high-fermentation beer 

on the planet.Around the World



Around the World

Concordia, the Italian-
French base, is located 
1,000 km inland from the 
Antarctic coast.
Temperatures there can 
drop to -83°C

The freshest 

CHOUFFE bar in 

the world



Around the World

The Overijsse fire 

brigade's CHOUFFE 

caravan in action 

during the "Grape 

Festival".



Around the World

On 18 December 1985, Café De 
Beyerd in Breda was the very first 
Dutch café to serve CHOUFFE on 
the keg.

A quarter of a century later, we're 
celebrating!



Around the World

Like LA CHOUFFE, the 
Winking Lizard Tavern was 
founded in 1983... but on the 
American continent (more 
precisely in Bedford Heights, 
Ohio, USA).

This beauty is 

the birthday 

cake!



Around the World

Even Old St 

Nick enjoys

LA CHOUFFE



6666 achouffe

Orange as the dress 

code for a birthday: 66 

years and 66 days.



A pioneering role
wiTh emPhasis on quality.
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« For what 
reason do you 
think you brew 

the best Beer ? »

1999 - “The beerhunter” asks a tough question



mai 1983 – here’s marcel

 From the sixth brew, the 
Beer from Achouffe 
receives a name, « LA 
CHOUFFE ». 

On the label,  a gnome is 
eyeing a glass of beer 
with great envy .



All About Beer, an American 
magazine dedicated to beer, 
devoted two pages to the tiny 
Brasserie d'Achouffe.
  
According to author 
Christopher Brooks,  « Micro-
breweries like La Chouffe in 
Belgium and the twenty or so 
here in the States are adding a 
necessary spice to the brewing 
industry. Here’s hoping that 
the trend continues for years 
to come »

ocTobre 1986 – All AbouT beer
Christopher Brooks in 

Achouffe, sept. 1985



In 1995, a prototype yeast propagator 
from Delta-Meura was installed at the 
Brasserie d'Achouffe.

After it was commissioned in 1996, 
Delta-Meura invited two American 
brewers to visit the installation : Larry 
Bell from Kalamazo Brewing Co and 
John McDonald from Boulevard 
Brewery.

Fifteen years later, Boulevard Brewery 
was acquired by the DUVEL-
MOORTGAT brewery.

It's a small world.

1995 – innovation



1999 – beer of the century
In 1999, LA CHOUFFE 

was voted “Beer of the 

Century” in the 

Netherlands.

In 2007 the trophy 
was handed over to a  Duvelian delegation.



2007 – Always fresh

Prior to 2007, a beer dealer 

who didn't live near Achouffe 

would only travel two or three 

times a year to pick up a 

truckload of CHOUFFE.

At the time, the average age of 

CHOUFFE on the market was 

rather high, while the general 

public prefers more recent 

beer, which it always 

considers better. 

That all changed in 2007, when the beer was stored in an air-conditioned warehouse and delivered quickly from there!



The cuddliness factor
in one picture
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Een originele bar in Philladelphia



And finally...
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The world and BRASSERIE 

D'ACHOUFFE have changed a lot 

since 1983...

We're now part of the Duvel Moortgat 

family, and you can enjoy our beers all 

over the world.

But it's still the same spirit of 

craftmanship, the same passion and the 

same concern for quality that drives the 

people (and the gnomes!) who brew 

CHOUFFE beers!

Thank you for your interest in the 

CHOUFFE story. 

Chris Bauweraerts



Chris Bauweraerts
Cofounder of Brasserie 

d'Achouffe

Michel Moortgat 
CEO of Duvel 

Moortgat Group



“The art of brewing is to 
concoct a silky soft and 

consistent Beer”.
Chris B.



compAnies that starTed in a gArage 

apPLegoogle AmAzon

harLeydisney CHOUFFE

bonus

Rue de Schaerbeek 32,
6660 Houffalize



chouffe.com

Naturally brewed.
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